
Karate Chop (repeat 3 times):  Even though I feel really stressed when I think of this pandemic-related

situation, I'm here to work on that so that I can be OK. 

Top of Head: All this stress

Eyebrow: I acknowledge how I'm feeling 

Side of Eye: [And you can do two hands. You can do one hand. Just play around with it and see what you like.

You know, what feels better for you. Everyone's different.] So much stress

Under Eye: I feel really stressed about this

Under Nose: And I feel it in my...[Filling the gap - Where in your body do you feel it? e.g. Neck, tummy, chest?]

Under Mouth: All this tension in my body

Collarbone: So much stress

Under Arm: The stress that the pandemic has caused

Top of Head: This stressful pandemic

Eyebrow: It's caused so many problems

Side of Eye: So much...[What's behind the stress? Can you identify an emotion? e.g. Worry? Fear? Anxiety?]

Under Eye: All this...[Fill in the gap with whatever emotion it is that's it's coming up]

Under Nose: So many emotions

Under Mouth: So much intensity

Collarbone: I feel so stressed about it all

Under Arm: So many things to think about

Top of Head: I want to release some of this stress

Eyebrow: So that I can be OK

Side of Eye: I want to process some of this stress

Under Eye: So that I can think more clearly

Under Nose: I want to relieve myself from some of this stress

Under Mouth: Because too much stress is unhelpful

Collarbone: I'm ready to release some of this tension from my body

Under Arm: I wanna feel calm and confident that I will find a way

Take a nice breath in, and notice how you feel. Do you feel better or worse? 

PANDEMIC-RELATED STRESS RELIEF MEDITATION
[FREE RESOURCE FOR PARENTS AND STUDENTS]

LET'S DO SOME TAPPING!
 When you are ready, take a nice breath in and let's do some tapping to start releasing some of the stress

that the pandemic has caused or made worse, for a particular situation in your life. 

For more meditations and well-being resources like this, go to www.EleniVardaki.com

https://elenivardaki.com/?p=23374

